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Based on the data of China’s new energy listed companies, this paper empirically
studies the impact of the patent signal on the financing constraints of new energy
enterprises and its mechanism. The results show that: (i) Both the invention patent
application and the non-invention patent application can play a signaling role to
alleviate the financing constraints of new energy enterprises; (ii) Analyst attention
plays an intermediary role between the patent signal and the financing constraints
of new energy enterprises. Compared with non-invention patents, analyst
attention plays a more vital intermediary role on invention patents; (iii) Patent
signal can alleviate the financing constraints of new energy enterprises in the
growth and maturity stages by increasing analyst attention but has no apparent
effect on the recession period; (iv) Compared with non-main board listed and
small-scale new energy enterprises, patent signal has a more substantial effect on
alleviating the financing constraints of main board listed and large-scale new
energy enterprises.
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1 Introduction

The global climate problem has been prominent in recent years. Exploring renewable
energy is related to the country’s stability and long-term development. According to the
report of the 20th CPC National Congress, China needs to speed up the building of a new
energy system, deepen the energy revolution and constantly move towards the goal of
“carbon peak and carbon neutrality”. So new energy enterprises play a vital role as an
essential subject to realize energy transition. However, the research and development of new
energy enterprises needs a large scale of capital investment. Although several policies have
been issued to support the development of the new energy industry In recent years, including
The Implementation Plan on Promoting the High-quality Development of New Energy in the
New Era and The 14th Five-Year Plan for Industrial Green Development. Due to the long asset
payback period and high research and development risk of new energy enterprises (Dong
et al., 2023a), more than government funds are needed to meet the development of new
energy enterprises. Therefore, resolving the financial constraints faced by China’s new
energy enterprises is an urgent problem.

The R&D achievements of new energy enterprises are not only required by enterprise
production and operation but also concerned by investors. Because patents are strictly
examined by the Patent Office and the information is public. The behavior of patent
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application easily has a signal effect on the outside world (Hu et al.,
2022). But even if there are open channels to check the patent
applications of enterprises, the ordinary investor probably will only
spend a small amount of time learning this information. Compared
with ordinary investors, analysts will collect and evaluate the patent
information of new energy enterprises. They will then transmit
information to investors, alleviating the information asymmetry
between enterprises and investors.

The existing research on the economic effects of patent signals
mainly focuses on helping enterprises improve financial
performance, enhance enterprise value, protect innovation
achievements, and obtain enterprise competitiveness (Arora and
Ceccagnoli, 2006; Yin et al., 2022a; Dong et al., 2023b). However,
there are few studies on the effect of patent signal on corporate
financial constraints. What are the effects of different patent signals
on financial constraints?What is the mechanism of analyst attention
in the relationship between patent signal and financial constraints?
The existing literature still lacks systematic theoretical discussion
and empirical verification.

In view of this, this paper incorporates patent application,
analyst attention and financial constraints into an analytical
framework. The possible marginal contribution of this paper is as
follows: First, taking new energy enterprises as the research object,
this paper proves that patent application can be used as a market
signal to help alleviate corporate financing constraints. Therefore,
the R&D activities of enterprises can also be used as a strategic
consideration to attract investment. Second, this paper takes
securities analysts, an important participant and information
intermediary in the capital market, into the research scope, and
finds that the patenting behavior of enterprises can increase the
attention of analysts, thus alleviating the financing constraints of
new energy enterprises. Thirdly, from a life-cycle perspective, we
also find that the signaling effect of patent applications and the
mediating effect of analyst attention are only significant in the
growth and maturity periods, but not in the decline period. In
practice, this study explores solutions to the financing constraints
faced by new energy enterprises from the aspects of patent
application and analyst attention. The research conclusions have
important practical significance for improving the innovation
willingness of enterprises and guiding the formulation of
government subsidy policies.

2 Hypothesis development

2.1 Patent signal and financing constraints of
new energy enterprises

The firm’s internal and external financing costs are the same if
the market is efficient. The cost of capital varies only in response to
the demand for capital. However, due to the information asymmetry
between enterprises and investors caused by the incomplete market,
external financing costs are often higher than internal financing
costs in the natural environment. Therefore, the firm cannot reach
the optimal investment allocation state. That is, enterprises are
subject to financing constraints (Fazzari et al., 1988).

New energy enterprises have the characteristics of long capital
payback periods, high investment and high uncertainty of research

and development, which cause the new energy enterprises to face
financing constraints. Investors’ doubts will be reduced if new
energy enterprises produce innovative results. The reasons are as
follows: Firstly, the patent output can more substantively reflect the
current progress of enterprise R&D projects than other innovation
behaviors or conditions. External capital providers can use the
information contained in patent documents to evaluate the
company’s investment value, improving the probability and
amount of financing for the enterprise; Secondly, patents not
only carry innovation information of enterprises but also attract
excellent R&D personnel and government subsidies, which will
enhance investor confidence and thus ease the financing
constraints of new energy enterprises; Thirdly, Patent pledge
financing is also an adequate financing means in financing. It
helps new energy companies solve the problem of low collateral
and improve credit levels (Zhang and Tang, 2022). Compared with
the other two patents, competitors do not easily imitate invention
patents since they require more resources and take a longer
innovation cycle. Therefore, the invention patent has a higher
value for enterprises, which will have a more substantial easing
effect on the financing constraints of new energy enterprises.

Based on this, this paper proposes the following hypothesis:

H1.As a market signal, patent application can alleviate the financing
constraints of new energy enterprises.

H2. The signal of an invention patent has a more substantial effect
on new energy enterprises’ financing constraints than a non-
invention patent’s signal.

2.2 The mediating effect of analyst attention

As the direct output of innovation activities, patents are easier to
be recognized and accepted by the market than other innovation
information. However, since China’s capital market is not developed
enough, many retail investors lack corresponding professional
knowledge, and new energy enterprises are generally
characterized by high risk and long payback periods. Investors
hold a conservative attitude towards the development of new
energy enterprises (Wang and Lu, 2022). In contrast, analysts are
more professional and have strong information mining abilities.
Their research reports can save investors time in obtaining such
information so that the patent output signals of enterprises can be
effectively transmitted to investors (Cheng et al., 2020). Suppose
investors have a high degree of trust in analysts’ analysis reports and
have enough confidence in the development prospects of
enterprises. In that case, they will naturally be more willing to
invest in enterprises. Compared with non-invention patents,
invention patents reflect a higher degree of innovation. Analysts
have a wide range of information collection channels. They can
measure the degree of patent output and the utility of patents among
different enterprises by comparing the information of different
enterprises. Therefore, analysts will pay more attention to
invention patents to analyze enterprises’ innovation capability in
patent information collection.

Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the following
hypotheses:
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H3. Patent signal can alleviate the financing constraints of new
energy listed enterprises by increasing analyst attention.

H4. Compared with non-invention patents, the mediating effect of
analyst attention on invention patents is more substantial.

2.3 Patent signalling effects under different
life cycles

New energy enterprises’ financing constraints differ in different
life cycles, and the patent output level is also different. , and the
patent output level is also different. Therefore, the life cycle may be
an essential factor affecting the patent signalling effect of new energy
enterprises in enterprise growth. Investors value the development
prospects and operational stability of enterprises, Enterprises in the
growth stage are committed to opening the market quickly. They
will pay attention to research to improve their market
competitiveness. The innovation output of enterprises can reflect
the business potential of enterprises and help enterprises gain more
recognition from the outside world; After entering the mature
period, the enterprise develops to a specific scale, the capital
chain is stable, the asset structure is reasonable, and the
operating profit also remains stable with the increase of its
business volume. Enterprises have substantial risk-bearing
capacity in innovation activities. During this period, the
continuous pursuit of new product development will send a
positive signal to investors that the enterprise has a better
prospect; For enterprises in the recession period, their market
share and profitability have declined sharply, and they are often
faced with multiple pressures such as deterioration of financial
conditions and stagnation of enterprise development. Even if
enterprises want to change the direction of corporate profits
through R&D, they can only attract investors to invest a little
due to the high investment risk.

The goal of analysts’ research is to help investors predict the
market prospects of investment companies. Analysts are more
accurate than ordinary investors in judging the life cycle of
companies. The market prospect is broad if the enterprise is in

the growth and maturity stage. Analysts will have a positive attitude
towards the benefits that their innovation output can bring, which
will affect the investment choice of investors. Analysts question the
role of patent signals for companies in a recession and study the
investment value less.

Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the following
hypotheses:

H5. Patent signal can alleviate the financing constraints of new
energy enterprises in the growth and maturity stages by increasing
analyst attention but has no noticeable effect on enterprises in the
decline stage.

To sum up, the theoretical model framework of this paper is
shown in Figure 1.

3 Methodology and data

3.1 Samples and data sources

This paper selects new energy listed enterprises in Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock markets from 2010 to 2021 as the research objects.
Affected by the policy, the new energy industry began to develop on
a large scale in 2010. Therefore, 2010 is the study’s starting point
(Chen et al., 2022). The sample selection is limited to new energy
enterprises mainly based on two considerations: First, the business
scope of the new energy industry is mainly concentrated in solar
energy, wind energy, nuclear energy, geothermal energy and other
fields. Therefore, new energy enterprises are prone to “credit
discrimination”; Second, patent signals have different effects in
different industries. Studying new energy enterprises in the
context of green development is of more practical significance.

Referring to the sample selection methods of other scholars (Yu
and Yu, 2019; Zhao et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022), we select companies
whose primary business involves new energy, new energy vehicles,
lithium power batteries, photoelectric products, photovoltaic, wind
energy, solar energy, biomass energy, nuclear energy and clean
energy as new energy enterprises. Finally, a total of
152 enterprises are obtained as initial research samples. After

FIGURE 1
Theoretical model framework.
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that, the following exclusions were made: (i) We eliminate abnormal
listed enterprises; (ii) For the follow-up lag processing, we eliminate
the samples of companies with a sample size of fewer than 3 years;
(iii) Since the financing of listed companies in the current year is
significantly different from that of other companies, the samples of
listed companies in the current year are excluded (Wei et al., 2014);
(iv) We eliminate the samples with missing values. Finally, this
paper obtains 949 research samples from 116 listed companies. At
the same time, this paper winsorizes the continuous variables at the
upper and lower 1% to eliminate the influence of extreme values.

The enterprise’s basic information and financial data in this
paper come from the CSMAR database. Patent data were obtained
from the CNRDS database and the Patent search system of the
Intellectual Property Office. According to the classification of
economic zones by the statistical system and classification
standard of the National Bureau of Statistics, all provinces and
cities in China are divided into the eastern, central, western and
northeastern regions.

3.2 Variables and measurement

3.2.1 Independent variable: financing
constraints (FC)

There is no agreement on how to measure financing constraints.
The main methods include the single index, sensitivity coefficient,
and multi-dimensional financial index. The single index method is
simple and easy to operate but inevitably one-sided. Commonly
used sensitivity indicators are investment-cash flow sensitivity and
cash-cash flow sensitivity indicators, But they all rely on certain
assumptions that are questionable in the Chinese context. For
example, Lian et al. (Lian and Cheng, 2007) found that
overinvestment caused by agency problems would improve
investment-cash flow sensitivity. Zhang et al. (Zhang and Wu,

2006) found that enterprises may hold cash not only because of
the high degree of financing constraints but also because of the
motivation to avoid external supervision. Multi-dimensional
financial indicators mainly include KZ index, WW index and SA
index. They are more comprehensive than the single index method.
KZ index and WW index have a common drawback with an
endogeneity problem, but the SA index can circumvent this
drawback. SA index is constructed by Hadlock and Pierce
(Hadlock and Pierce, 2010) using the two exogenous variables of
an enterprise. It can describe the characteristics of corporate
financing constraints from a long-term perspective.

Based on the advantages and disadvantages of the above
measurement methods of financial constraints and referring to
previous studies (Ju et al., 2013; Dou et al., 2014), this paper uses
SA index to measure financial constraints. The specific calculation
formula is as follows: SA = −0.737size+0.043size2-0.04age. Size is the
log value of total assets in millions. Age is the company’s listed years.
The bigger the SA index’s absolute value, the more serious the
financing constraints are. Since the SA index is negative, to ensure
the consistency between the symbol and the interpretation direction,
thus this paper takes the absolute value of the SA index and defines
the symbol as FC. When FC is more giant, the financing constraints
are more considerable.

3.2.2 Dependent variable: patent signal (patent)
The behaviour of patent applications can reflect the physical

innovation results of the enterprise. Only when a firm is reasonably
confident about its degree of innovation will it file for a patent (Ma
et al., 2022). Therefore, this paper chooses the number of patent
applications of enterprises to measure the patent signal. The number
of patents granted is not used because although some inventions fail
to be authorized, these patents can still generate profits in
production and operation (Feng et al., 2011). Moreover, a patent
grant is susceptible to various uncertain factors, such as testing and

TABLE 1 Symbols and definitions of variables.

Variable types Variable Symbol Definition

Dependent variable Financing constraints FC Take the absolute value of the SA index

Independent
variable

Patent signal Patent The natural log of all patent applications plus one

Invention patent signal Patenti The natural log of invention patent applications plus one

Non-invention patent signal Patentud The natural log of non-invention patent applications plus one (utility model patent, appearance
design patent)

Intermediate
variable

Analyst attention Analyst The natural log of the number of analysts followed plus one

Control variable Share proportion of the largest
shareholder

Top1 The shareholding ratio of the largest shareholder

Nature of property right SOE If the actual controller is the state, it takes 1; otherwise, it takes 0

The ratio of independent directors ID The ratio of independent directors to the total number of directors on the board

Profitability Profit Net profit/total assets

Asset-liability ratio Lev Total liabilities/total assets

Rate of tangible assets Tangi (Total assets of the company-net intangible assets-net goodwill)/total assets

Type of audit institution Big4 If the auditor is the Big Four international accounting firm, it takes 1; otherwise, it takes 0
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annual fee payment (Zhou et al., 2012). Referring to the research of
Liu (Liu et al., 2021) and Wu (Wu et al., 2020), we select the patent
application data at the group level. According to different patent
types, all patents are divided into invention patents (Patenti) and
non-invention patents (Patentud) (Zheng and Zhang, 2019).

3.2.3 Intermediate variable: analyst attention
(analyst)

Referring to the variable selection method of existing research
(Yin et al., 2022b; Yang et al., 2023; Yu and Yin, 2023), we use
natural logarithm of the number of analysts following after adding
one to measure analyst attention.

3.2.4 Control variable
To control the possible bias of regression results caused by

missing essential variables, we refer to the existing literature and
select a series of factors that may affect corporate financial
constraints (Zhong and Shi, 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; Tang et al.,
2019). Specific variable symbols and definitions are shown in
Table 1.

3.3 Division of enterprise life cycle

Currently, the methods of dividing the enterprise life cycle in
academia mainly include univariate analysis, comprehensive score
discrimination method and cash flow model method (Xiao and Lin,
2019). As new energy enterprises involve multiple industries, there
are considerable differences between industries. So univariate
analysis is biased. Composite score discrimination is subjective.
The cash flow method is operable and objective. Therefore, this
paper refers to the life cycle division method of Dickinson
(Dickinson, 2011) and Yao (Yao et al., 2023), which divides the
enterprise life cycle into three life cycle stages: growth period,
maturity period and decline period. The specific classification
criteria are shown in Table 2.

3.4 The setting of the econometric model

FCi,t � α0 + α1Patenti,t−1 + α2Controlsi,t−1 + α3Year + α4Zone + ε
(1)

Analisti,t � β0 + β1Patenti,t−1 + β2Controlsi,t−1 + β3Year + β4Zone + ε
(2)

FCi,t � ω0 + ω1Patenti,t−1 + ω2Analysti,t−1 + ω3Controlsi,t−1 + ω4Year
+ ω5Zone + ε (3)

To control the influence of endogeneity, the explanatory
variables and all control variables are lagged by one period
(Yin et al., 2022c). Different regions may have different
attitudes towards corporate innovation activities due to
different regional cultures and development levels (Hu and Ji,
2017). Therefore, this paper adds year and region dummy
variables to the model. This paper draws on the practice of
Wen et al. (2005) on the mediation model and constructs
models of Equations (1)–(3). FCi,t represents the financing
constraints of firm i in year t. Patenti,t−1 is the total number of
patent applications of enterprise i in year t−1. Controls denote
control variables. The Year is the year-fixed effect. The Zone is
the region-fixed effect. ε is the random disturbance term. When
the coefficient α1 in Model (1) is significantly negative, it
indicates that the patent signal can alleviate the financing
constraints of new energy enterprises, and H1 is proved. If
β1 is significantly positive and ω2 is significantly negative, it
indicates that the patent signal can alleviate the financing
constraints of new energy enterprises by increasing analyst
attention, and H3 is proved. In addition, to verify H2 and H4,
We divide Patenti,t−1 into invention patent signal (Patentii,t−1)
and non-invention patent signal (Patentudi,t−1) for regression,
respectively, and compare their regression coefficients and
mediating effect regression coefficients. At the same time, to
ensure the conclusion’s robustness, this paper uses
heteroscedasticity robust standard errors.

TABLE 2 Division of enterprise life cycle.

Growth stage Mature stage Degenerating stage

Introduction Growth Mature Shake-out Decline

Cash flows from operating activities - + + - + + - -

Cash flows from investing activities - - - - + + + +

Cash flows from financing activities + + - - + - + -

TABLE 3 Descriptive statistics of variables.

Variable Mean Median Std. Err Min Max

FC 3.749 3.746 0.246 3.061 4.404

Patent 3.560 3.638 1.580 0.000 7.089

Patenti 2.675 2.639 1.559 0.000 6.315

Patentud 3.014 3.091 1.546 0.000 6.347

Analyst 1.676 1.792 1.172 0.000 3.932

Top1 0.348 0.338 0.157 0.081 0.704

SOE 0.336 0.000 0.473 0.000 1.000

ID 0.369 0.333 0.047 0.333 0.500

Profit 0.034 0.031 0.045 −0.145 0.162

Lev 0.481 0.488 0.192 0.070 0.871

Tangi 0.951 0.965 0.048 0.738 0.998

Big4 0.039 0.000 0.195 0.000 1.000
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4 Empirical result and analysis

4.1 Descriptive statistics of the variables

Table 3 reports the descriptive statistics of variables. There are
1,065 observations. The mean and median of financial constraints
are 3.749 and 3.746, respectively. It shows that new energy
enterprises are generally subject to financing constraints. The
variance of patent signal and analyst attention are both large,
which indicates that R&D levels and analyst attention vary
significantly among firms.

We conduct the t-test on the mean values of the main variables
according to the life cycle groups. The results are shown in Table 4.
As can be seen from the table, the differences in the mean value of
the financial constraints between the growth andmaturity stages and
between the growth and recession stages are significantly negative.
Nevertheless there is no significant difference between the mean
values of mature and decline periods. It shows that the new energy
enterprises in the mature stage and the decline stage are subject to
more significant financial constraints than the new energy
enterprises in the growth stage; For patent signal, no matter
invention patent or non-invention patent, the mean difference
between growth and maturity period, growth and decline period
is significantly positive, and the mean difference between maturity
and decline period is not significant, indicating that the patent
output level of new energy enterprises in the growth period is
relatively high, while that of new energy enterprises in the
maturity and decline period is relatively low. For analyst
attention, the differences between periods are significant and
show a gradual decline over the life cycle.

4.2 Correlation analysis

Table 5 reports the correlation coefficients between variables,
showing that the correlation between financial constraints and
patent signals is significantly negative. Invention patents have a
stronger correlation with financial constraints than non-invention
patents. The degree of analyst attention is negatively correlated
with the degree of financial constraints and positively correlated
with the degree of patent signal. The correlation coefficient
between analyst attention and invention patents is more

significant than that of non-invention patents. The above
results preliminarily confirm the hypothesis of this paper, and
further regression analysis is needed to explore whether there is a
causal relationship between variables.

4.3 Regression analysis

Table 6 reports the benchmark regression results of the impact
of patent signals of new energy enterprises on financial constraints.
The VIF value of each regression is less than 5, so the model has no
multicollinearity problem. The first two columns in the table show
the regression results of financing constraints of new energy
enterprises on all patent signals. Column (1) shows the
regression results with only time-fixed and region-fixed effects
added. Column (2) shows the regression results with further
control variables added. The coefficients of the patent signal are
all significantly negative, indicating that the patent signal can
alleviate the financing constraints of new energy enterprises.

Columns (3) and (4) are the results of the influence of the
invention patent signal on the financial constraints of new energy
enterprises. Columns (5) and (6) are the results of the influence of
non-invention patent signals on the financial constraints of new
energy enterprises. The results are significantly negative, indicating
that both invention and non-invention patents can send positive
signals to the market and alleviate the financing constraints of new
energy enterprises. Comparing the regression coefficients of
explanatory variables in columns (4) and (6), the Chi2 value of
SUE test is 0.02, indicating that the difference between the two is
insignificant. That is, there is no significant difference in the
mitigation effect of invention and non-invention patents on the
financing constraints of new energy enterprises, so H2 is rejected.
The reason may be that enterprises with a high output of invention
patents tend to have a high output of non-invention patents. The
correlation coefficient between the two reaches 0.827. Investors
generally only pay attention to the overall output of enterprise
patents and do not compare the patent types among different
enterprises, so there is no significant difference in the alleviation
degree of financing constraints of new energy enterprises by the two
patent signals.

The above research results preliminarily show that patent signals
can alleviate the financing constraints of new energy enterprises. On

TABLE 4 Descriptive statistics of the main variables under different life cycles.

Variable Life cycle T Statistic

Growth stage Mature stage Degenerating stage Growth-
mature

Growth-
degenerating

Mature-
degenerating

N 553 353 159

FC 3.722 3.779 3.777 −0.056*** −0.055** 0.002

Patent 3.784 3.307 3.343 0.478*** 0.441*** −0.037

Patenti 2.906 2.432 2.413 0.474*** 0.492*** 0.018

Patentud 3.198 2.820 2.803 0.378*** 0.395*** 0.017

Analyst 1.914 1.527 1.181 0.387*** 0.732*** 0.346***

Notes: Symbols ***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.The following is the same.
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TABLE 5 Correlation coefficients of variables.

Variable FC Patent Patenti Patentud Analyst Top1 SOE ID Profit Lev Tangi Big4

FC 1

Patent −0.074** 1

Patenti −0.084*** 0.933*** 1

Patentud −0.081*** 0.960*** 0.827*** 1

Analyst −0.149*** 0.364*** 0.403*** 0.319*** 1

Top1 −0.115*** −0.102*** −0.077** −0.114*** 0.010 1

SOE 0.032** −0.021 0.028** −0.048** −0.109*** 0.294*** 1

ID 0.014 −0.066** −0.049** −0.051** −0.091*** 0.052** −0.166*** 1

Profit 0.044** 0.015 0.002 0.024** 0.426*** 0.116*** −0.157*** 0.089*** 1

Lev 0.039** 0.136*** 0.148*** 0.165*** −0.122*** 0.033** 0.390*** −0.061** −0.394*** 1

Tangi −0.037** −0.085*** −0.074** −0.077** 0.021** 0.111*** 0.154*** 0.096*** 0.081*** 0.142*** 1

Big4 −0.173*** 0.231*** 0.248*** 0.220*** 0.132*** 0.027** 0.132*** 0.055** 0.031** 0.116*** −0.010 1

TABLE 6 Patent signal and financing constraints of new energy enterprises.

Variable All patents Invention patent Non-invention patent

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

FC FC FC FC FC FC

Patent −0.028***
(−4.74)

−0.025***
(−4.54)

Patenti −0.030***
(−4.91)

−0.027***
(−4.75)

Patentud −0.029***
(−4.82)

−0.026***
(−4.71)

Top1 −0.196***
(−3.36)

−0.196***
(−3.38)

−0.200***
(−3.40)

SOE 0.050***
(2.80)

0.055***
(3.09)

0.045**
(2.51)

ID 0.118
(0.70)

0.135
(0.80)

0.129
(0.76)

Profit 0.738***
(3.68)

0.735***
(3.62)

0.759***
(3.82)

Lev 0.081*
(1.87)

0.080*
(1.84)

0.095**
(2.20)

Tangi −0.360**
(−2.46)

−0.369**
(−2.55)

−0.354**
(−2.42)

Big4 −0.198***
(−2.74)

−0.191***
(−2.65)

−0.199***
(−2.75)

Constant 3.661***
(97.82)

3.949***
(25.17)

3.645***
(99.76)

3.936***
(25.36)

3.646***
(100.75)

3.923***
(25.23)

Dum_Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dum_Zone Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 949 949 949 949 949 949

Adjusted R2 0.127 0.169 0.132 0.173 0.127 0.170

Notes: t values are in parentheses. The following is the same.
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this basis, this paper further tests the internal mechanism of patent
signal to alleviate the financing constraints of new energy
enterprises. Table 7 shows the test results of the analyst
attention’s mediating effect between patent signals and the
financing constraints of new energy enterprises. The first three
columns show the test results for all patents. It can be seen that
after adding analyst attention, the influence coefficient of patent
signal on analyst attention is significantly positive, and the influence
coefficient of analyst attention on financial constraints of new energy
enterprises is significantly negative. In addition, the influence
coefficient of patent signal on the financial constraints of new
energy enterprises becomes smaller, indicating that analyst
attention plays an intermediary role between patent signal and
the financial constraints of new energy enterprises. In the Sobel
test, the Z-value of Sobel is −3.805, which is significant at 1%. It
further proves that analyst attentionmediates between patent signals
and financing constraints of new energy enterprises. There is a
transmission path of “increasing patent signal → increasing analyst
attention → easing financial constraints”, which confirms
Hypothesis H3.

Table 7 (4) to (9) shows the test results of the mediating effect of
analyst attention on invention patents and non-invention patents.
Columns (4) to (9) in Table 7 show the test results of analyst
attention’s mediating effect after distinguishing patent types. The
results show that analyst attention is mediating in all of them. From
the perspective of influence size, column (5) shows that the influence
coefficient of the invention patent signal on analyst attention is
0.317. Column (8) shows that the influence coefficient of the non-
invention patent signal on analyst attention is 0.259. SUE test shows

that the Chi2 value is 13.77, which significantly rejected the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between the two. It is indicated
that the rise of analyst attention caused by invention and non-
invention patents is different, and the impact of invention patents is
more significant, which validates Hypothesis H4.

According to the Sobel test results, the invention patent signal’s
total effect on new energy enterprises’ financial constraints is −0.027,
and the direct effect is −0.018. The mediating effect of analyst
attention is −0.009, accounting for 34.22% of the total effect. It is
indicated that 34.22% of the influence of invention patent signals on
the financial constraints of new energy enterprises comes from
analyst attention. The total effect of the non-invention patent
signal on the financial constraints of new energy enterprises
is −0.026, and the direct effect is −0.019. The mediating effect of
analyst attention is −0.007, accounting for 28.58% of the total effect.
It shows that 28.58% of the influence of non-invention patent signals
on the financial constraints of new energy enterprises comes from
analyst attention. Therefore, compared with non-invention patents,
analyst attention plays a more significant mediating role between
invention patents and financing constraints of new energy
enterprises.

To sum up, analyst attention plays an intermediary role between
the two patent signals and the financing constraints of new energy
enterprises. However, compared with non-invention patents,
analysts will pay more attention to invention patents. Analysts do
not give the same value to the signals of invention and non-
invention patents, indicating that Chinese analysts can
distinguish the value of different patent types to help investors
make better investment decisions.

TABLE 7 Regression results of the analyst attention’s mediating effect.

Variable All patents Invention patent Non-invention patent

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

FC Analyst FC FC Analyst FC FC Analyst FC

Patent −0.025***
(−4.54)

0.287***
(12.48)

−0.016***
(−2.86)

Patenti −0.027***
(−4.75)

0.317***
(14.10)

−0.018***
(−2.84)

Patentud −0.026***
(−4.71)

0.259***
(10.96)

−0.019***
(−3.29)

Analyst −0.030***
(−4.12)

−0.028***
(−3.61)

−0.031***
(−4.26)

Constant 3.949***
(25.17)

0.166
(0.26)

3.988**
(25.64)

3.936***
(25.36)

0.312
(0.49)

3.974**
(25.75)

3.923***
(25.23)

0.603
(0.92)

3.976***
(25.76)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Dum_Year yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Dum_Zone yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

N 949 949 949 949 949 949 949 949 949

Adjusted R2 0.169 0.338 0.182 0.173 0.364 0.183 0.170 0.310 0.185

Sobel Z value −3.805 −3.457 −3.865

Proportion of
mediating

0.3489 0.3422 0.2858
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Table 8 shows the regression results of sub-samples under different
life cycles. According to the estimation results in columns (1), (4) and
(7), the estimated coefficients of patent signal on the financing
constraints of new energy enterprises are all negative, but the
significance is different. Specifically, the influence coefficient of
patent signal on the financing constraints of new energy enterprises
in the growth stage is −0.024, which is significant at 1%. The influence
coefficient in the mature period is −0.019, which is significant at 5%.
The influence coefficient is the smallest for enterprises in the recession
period and does not pass the significance test. It shows that the patent
signal has a mitigating effect on the financing constraints of new energy
enterprises in the growth and maturity stages but has an insignificant
mitigating effect on the financing constraints of new energy enterprises
in the decline stage.

From the estimated results ofmediating effect in different life cycles,
the patent signal significantly impacts analyst attention for the new
energy enterprises in the growth and maturity stages. Analyst attention
has a significantly negative impact on the financial constraints of the
new energy enterprises. The influence coefficient of patent signal on the
financial constraints of the new energy enterprises decreases gradually.
The results of Sobel test also show that the Z-value in the growth and
maturity stages is−2.246 and−2.369, respectively. Both are significant at
5%. While the Z-value in the recession stage is −0.9438, indicating that
the result is insignificant. To sum up, the patent signal can alleviate the
financing constraints of new energy enterprises in the growth and
maturity stages by increasing analyst attention but has no apparent
effect on enterprises in the decline stage, which verifies Hypothesis H5.

4.4 Heterogeneity test

4.4.1 Heterogeneity of listed sector
Companies listed on the main board generally have powerful

risk resistance and slight stock price fluctuation. Although investors

invest in such enterprises, the rate of return is relatively low, but the
degree of risk is also low. The non-main board listed companies
(including small and medium Board, Growth Enterprise Board and
Science and Technology Innovation Board) face higher risks of
market speculation and stock price manipulation due to their
generally small equity size. Therefore, whether new energy
enterprises are listed on the main board will send different
information to investors. Will the heterogeneity of the listed
sector affect the signalling effect of patents? So we conducted
benchmark regression tests on the sample new energy enterprises
in different listed sectors. The regression results are shown in
columns (1) and (2) of Table 9. The results show that the
influence coefficient of the patent signal on the financial
constraints of new energy enterprises listed on the main board is
significantly negative, while the influence coefficient of the patent
signal on the financial constraints of new energy enterprises listed on
the main board is insignificant. The SUE test shows that the
difference in coefficients between groups is not zero. It shows
that for the new energy enterprises listed on the main board, the
patent signal can alleviate the financing constraints of the
enterprises, while for the new energy enterprises listed on the
non-main board, the alleviating effect of the patent signal on the
financing constraints of the new energy enterprises is not apparent.

4.4.2 Heterogeneity of firm size
The scale of an enterprise is the basis of its comprehensive

strength. The larger the scale of an enterprise is, the less affected the
enterprise is by external risks. So will patent signals’ effect on
enterprises differ at different scales? This paper uses the log value
of total assets to measure enterprise size, and the sample enterprises
are divided into high and low groups according to the median. The
regression results are shown in columns (3) and (4) of Table 9. It is
found that in the group of large-scale enterprises, the coefficient of
the patent signal is significantly negative, while in the group of small-

TABLE 8 Regression results of sub-samples in different life cycles.

Variable Growth stage Mature stage Degenerating stage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

FC Analyst FC FC Analyst FC FC Analyst FC

Patent −0.024***
(−3.07)

0.301***
(10.29)

−0.017**
(−2.07)

−0.019**
(−1.98)

0.220***
(4.94)

−0.011 (−1.16) −0.020
(−1.32)

0.233***
(3.09)

−0.015
(−1.03)

Analyst −0.025**
(−2.42)

−0.036***
(−2.68)

−0.018
(−0.96)

Constant 4.288***
(20.70)

0.753
(0.88)

4.307***
(20.87)

3.740***
(10.81)

−1.142
(−0.92)

3.781***
(10.98)

2.989***
(10.10)

−0.819
(−0.46)

3.018***
(10.00)

Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Dum_Year yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Dum_Zone yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

N 499 499 499 312 312 312 138 138 138

Adjusted R2 0.187 0.376 0.195 0.183 0.294 0.199 0.348 0.251 0.347

Sobel Z value = −2.246 Z value = −2.369 Z value = −0.9438

Significant mediating effect Significant mediating effect Insignificant mediating effect
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scale enterprises, the coefficient of the patent signal is insignificant.
Moreover, SUE test shows that the coefficient difference between
groups is significantly different from 0. It shows that the patent
signal can alleviate the financing constraints of large-scale new
energy enterprises, but the easing effect on the financing
constraints of small-scale new energy enterprises is not significant.

The above results prove that the risk size and comprehensive
strength of new energy enterprises will affect the utility of the patent
signal. The patent signal will ease the financing constraints if the
enterprise is large and its risk is low. On the contrary, if the
enterprise has high operating risks, the patenting behaviour of
such enterprises cannot help them relieve financial constraints.
The failure rate of innovation in small and medium-sized
enterprises is very high, and the future earnings are uncertain,
which leads to a very high degree of aversion of investors to
innovation in small and medium-sized enterprises (Yin and Yu,
2022).

4.5 Robustness test

4.5.1 Endogenous problem
Since the degree of financial constraints will also affect the

innovation output level of the company (Ju et al., 2013), the
variables affecting financial constraints will inevitably be omitted
in the regression. Therefore, to try to solve the errors caused by the
above endogeneity problems, in addition to lagging the independent
variables by one period in the model design, this paper also uses the
two-stage least squares (2SLS) method to identify the causal
relationship between patent signal and financing constraints of
new energy enterprises. Referring to the method of choosing
instrumental variables in Wei et al. (Yin et al., 2022c), we
construct the instrumental variables based on the logarithm of
the average number of patent applications of enterprises in the
same city after plus 1(Patentm).

The regression results of instrumental variables are shown in (1)
of Table 10. The Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic is 103.164, which is

much larger than the 10% critical value of the Stock-Yogo weak
identification test, so the instrumental variable is not a weak
instrumental variable. The LM statistic value of Kleibergen-Paap
rk is 87.978, which significantly rejects the null hypothesis of
insufficient identification of instrumental variables. Therefore,
after considering the endogeneity problem, the influence
coefficient of the patent signal on the financing constraints of
new energy enterprises is still significantly negative, indicating
that the results of this paper are robust.

4.5.2 Replace the dependent variable
Referring to Wang et al. (Wang and Lu, 2022), we use debt

financing cost, the ratio of financial expenses to total liabilities (FE),
as the explained variable. The greater the level of financing
constraints on enterprises, the higher the cost of debt financing
is. If the patent signal can alleviate the financing constraints of new

TABLE 9 Sector heterogeneity and size heterogeneity.

Variable Sector heterogeneity Size heterogeneity

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Main board Non-main board Big size Small size

Patent −0.035***
(−5.31)

−0.001
(−0.10)

−0.038***
(−6.21)

0.002
(0.22)

Constant 5.966***
(16.10)

3.406***
(23.95)

4.905***
(13.22)

3.073***
(20.84)

Controls yes yes yes yes

Dum_Year yes yes yes yes

Dum_Zone yes yes yes yes

N 447 502 507 442

Adjusted R2 0.336 0.282 0.277 0.284

SUE test Chi2 = 11.65*** Chi2 = 15.36***

TABLE 10 Instrumental variable regression results.

Variable First stage Second stage

Patent FC

Patentm 0.677***
(10.16)

Patent −0.048***
(−2.93)

Constant 2.847***
(2.88)

4.343***
(25.34)

Controls yes yes

Dum_Year yes yes

Dum_Zone yes yes

N 949 949

Kleibergen-Paap rk LM statistic 87.978

Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic 103.164
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energy enterprises, then the influence coefficient of the patent signal
on debt financing cost should be negative. The regression results are
shown in Column (2) of Table 11. The coefficient of the patent signal
is also significantly negative, indicating that the results of this paper
are robust.

4.5.3 Change the patent query database
In this part, we use the patent retrieval system of the State

Intellectual Property Office to query the patent application data. We
used the company name for the search. If the company name is
changed, we search different names separately and use the patent
disclosure number to confirm that the patents obtained by multiple
searches are not repeated. The regression results are shown in
Column (3) of Table 11. The results are consistent with the sign
of the benchmark test regression results and are significant at 1%,
indicating that the benchmark test results are robust.

5 Conclusion and implication

In the context of green development, this paper takes A-share
new energy listed enterprises in Shanghai and Shenzhen as samples
to explore the impact of patent signals on the financing constraints
of new energy enterprises and their mechanism. The conclusions are
as follows: (i) Patent signal can send positive information to the
market and alleviate the financing constraints of new energy listed
enterprises, and there is no significant difference in the effect of
invention and non-invention patent signals on the financing
constraints of new energy enterprises; (ii) Analyst attention plays
an intermediary role between patent signals and financing
constraints of new energy enterprises. Compared with non-
invention patents, analysts will pay more attention to invention
patents so that invention patent information is more transmitted to
investors; (iii) Compared with the new energy enterprises in the
decline period, the signal effect of patents and the mediating effect of
analyst attention are more significant when the new energy
enterprises are in the growth and maturity stages; (iv) The

comprehensive strength and risk of new energy enterprises will
affect the utility of patent signal.

From the research conclusions of this paper, the following
implications can be obtained:

For the government, it can take tax subsidies and other ways to
guide new energy enterprises to carry out innovation activities to
alleviate the financing constraints of new energy enterprises;
Strengthen the credit system construction for small and medium-
sized new energy enterprises. Due to the lack of an adequate credit
guarantee, new energy SMEs are disadvantaged in financing, and
investors cannot recognize their patent signals well. Explore the
establishment of government-guaranteed financing platforms.
Provide corresponding subsidies, Actively promote diversified
financing methods of new energy enterprises and establish a
scientific and practical financing evaluation system to reduce
investors’ investment risks (Xiao et al., 2022).

For managers of new energy enterprises, to alleviate financing
constraints, they can consider sending positive information to the
market through patent applications. But they should first consider
their life cycle and resilience to risk. If the enterprise is in the growth
or maturity stage and has a strong ability to resist risks, the behavior
of patent application can play a positive signal role and help the
enterprise relieve financial constraints. If the enterprise is already in
the recession period and its ability to resist risks is relatively weak,
the effect of patent application on alleviating the financial
constraints of the enterprise is not great, and the high risk of
R&D projects may also aggravate the financial constraints of the
enterprise; At the same time, it should be noted that analysts are
more sensitive to the trend of enterprises than ordinary investors, so
they should pay attention to the information transmission role of
securities analysts in the capital market.
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TABLE 11 Robustness regression results.

Variable (1) (2)

Replace the dependent variable Change the patent query database

FE FC

Patent −0.002***
(−3.19)

−0.017***
(−3.69)

Constant 0.040***
(3.12)

3.852***
(24.47)

Controls yes yes

Dum_Year yes yes

Dum_Zone yes yes

N 949 949

Adjusted R2 0.277 0.161
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